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Maybe the journey
isn’t so much about
becoming anything.
Maybe it’s about
unbecoming everything
that isn’t really you
So you can become

who you were meant to be
in the first place.
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Never doubt the power
of your own potential!
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The Man in the Arena
THEODORE ROOSEVELT

It is not the critic who counts: not the man who
points out how strong man stumbels, or where
the doer of deeds could have done them
better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually
in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who
errs, who comes short again and again,
Because there is not effort without error and
shortcoming; but who does actuly strive to
do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms,
the great devotions; who spends himself in a
worthy cause;
Who at the best knows in the end the triumph
of high achievement, and who at the worst, if
he fails, at least fails while daring greatly...”
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Your ‘Why’ Matters
THE BENEFITS OF KNOWING YOUR
PURPOSE IN LIFE
He who has a strong enough why can bear
almost any how – Friedrich Nietzsche

There’s no greater gift than to honour your life’s
calling. It’s why you were born. And how you
become most truly alive. – Oprah Winfrey

YOUR WHY IS ALMOST ALWAYS IN SERVICE
OF OTHERS

When you know the purpose of your life, you tend
When we set goals we often set them according to
to live a more meaningful existence than those
our wants and needs.
who don’t. You tend to live each day to the fullest,
because you know who you are, where you’re
However we need to align our mind and heart with
coming from, and where you’re going.
a greater purpose and discover how that which we
want serves an ever greater amount of people!
The goal is not simply for you to cross the finish
line, but to see how many people you can inspire
Our why needs to be so big and serve in such a
to run with you.
spectacular way it brings a tear to our eyes!

“If we want to feel an undying passion for our
work, if we want to feel we are contributing to
something bigger than ourselves, we all need to
know our WHY.” – Simon Sinek,
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IT GIVES YOU DIRECT AIM
When you know your why (or often described as
life’s purpose), it becomes easier to concentrate
on what matters the most in your life.

IT MAKES YOU DEDICATED TO YOUR GOAL
By keeping the focus you are able to stay on
course and stay away from distractions.

IT GIVES YOU A GRATEFUL HEART

YOU SEE STUMBLING BLOCKS AS ON THE
WAY AND NOT IN THE WAY
We are all faced with a series of great
opportunities brilliantly disguised as impossible
situations – Charles Swindoll.

When you know why you have set a goal and have
a purpose in life, you express it constantly. You will
Challenges can inspire you! Even minor voids and
inevitably base your decisions, thoughts, feelings
challenges can produce value and awaken the
and actions around your life purpose.
drive to accomplish meaningful acts. Greater voids
and challenges tend to produce both greater
This is how we impact those around us. A feeling
values and greater drives to achieve.
of gratitude is most often experienced when we
have impacted those around us.

YOU LIVE AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE
People who know their purpose in life are
unstoppable and limitless. They are true to their
purpose. You shape your life according to that
purpose.

If you do not yet know who you
are and where you are going:

Contact Adri for a life purpose consultation!

You are clear about what you want and therefor
do not waste time on unimportant and low priority
tasks.
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How to ﬁnd my Why?
Your purpose is inherent. - John Demartini
If you are unclear on what it is, it is waiting to be
revealed from deep within your heart.

› “What message do you have for me today?”

› “What action step am I to take to fulfill my life?”

› “What detail can you reveal about my life

mission or vision?”

If you don’t receive a message immediately then
It is simply clouded over by your mind’s seven
go back and think more deeply about what you’re
primary fears that block its realization and fullest
truly grateful for and then ask these questions
expression.
again.
To transcend these fears – kneel down at the side
THE VOICE ON THE INSIDE
of your bed at the end of each day before going to
If you are truly grateful a vision or message will be
sleep with a note pad and pen in hand.
immediate, loud and clear.
Think about everything you can be grateful for
from that day and make a list of experiences
that you can truly be grateful for until you are so
grateful a tear comes out of your eyes.
Then turn inward to your most authentic and
powerful self – your soul – and ask:
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“When this voice and vision on the inside
becomes louder and more profound than all
opinions on the outside you have begun to
master your life.”

Do these actions for at least thirty days until you
no longer have to ask the question about what
your mission or purpose is. You will then know
with certainty.

have had and look for what is common – they also
leave clues.
Add all this up and you will have a great idea or
first draft of what your mission or purpose is.

Then add to this insight by thinking about what
you know you would love to do and write it down.

The true you, has a profound contribution to offer
the world. The true you, does not play small. The
true you, is brilliant beyond compare.

READ AND REFINE
“Start with what you know with certainty and let
what you know grow.”
Read it, refine it, read it, refine it, and keep reading
it and refining it until it becomes crystal clear.

FIND THE HERO INSIDE YOU
Also review all the heroes you have had in your
life and look for what is common to them – they
leave clues and review all the jobs or careers you
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The WHY behind Adri Roos
and Reinvent Yourself
My understanding of human behaviour over many years of working as an Occupational Therapist and
Life Coach, running a practice and engaging with teams, team leaders and individuals is that a healthy
balanced life or healthy balanced team does not “just happen”. Our psychology of unconscious patterns
of behaviour draws the course for our lives. This affects us in relationship, health, finance and business.
Teams have to be carefully constructed, and unfortunately, most people who are given the task of
leading teams are not equipped to do so. Individuals have changing and growing needs and have to
learn how to navigate life in ever changing scenarios facing ever greater challenges.

“I am inspired by the discovery of my most authentic self, learning about human behaviour, and
applying and teaching the principles I have adopted. I also have a passion for business and am
constantly searching for new strategies and power tools to enhance my work practice. “
Therefor the Reinvent your Life Blueprint gives individuals and leaders the tools they need to lead
their teams and master their lives. I serve by helping teams and individuals find their inspired destiny,
that which propels their lives forward, towards meaning and fulfilment. Because if an individual lives
by what inspires them most they become more disciplined and ordered, more focused and productive,
more inspired (motivated) and awakens their genius. It further involves the breakdown of fears, anger,
resentment, guilt and blame that so often create obstacles between a person and life (relationship,
business, team, health).

To resolve guild, shame,
resentment, anger and blame:
Book Now!
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A Heart of Gratitude
Use The Gratitude Effect to open your heart,
inspire your mind and awaken your inner power
and hidden seeds of greatness – John Demartini

ONE OF THE BIG MISTAKES WE MAKE IS TO
SAY:
I will be grateful when there is something to be
grateful for!

We count our miseries carefully and accept our
blessings without much thought!
Many people assume that true gratitude arises
when they perceive their individual values as
being supported more than challenged and
when they can easily and superficially count
their blessings.
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These same people may also assume that
ingratitude arises when they perceive their values
as being challenged more than supported, when
they can easily count their curses.
For true and deep gratitude we need to awaken
to the perfect balance residing in our lives,
when both support and challenge and all other
complementary opposites are recognized as
occurring simultaneously

My Gratitude List

WRITE DOWN AT LEAST 100 THINGS YOU ARE GRATEFUL FOR
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Magic Moments List

WRITE DOWN EVERY MEMORY YOU HAVE THAT WAS A MAGIC MOMENT. START WITH
THE MOST RECENT ONE AND WORK YOUR WAY BACK TO WHEN YOU WERE A CHILD.
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Write your LIFE Purpose here...
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BOOK REVIEW

The Values Factor: The Secret
to Creating an Inspired and
Fulﬁlling Life
by John F. Demartini

Based on his landmark research and teachings, Dr. John Demartini has discovered the key to fulfillment
in all aspects of life.
What is the most important step you can take to achieve the life you‘ve always dreamed of? You might
think the answer is something like, start saving money, get a better job, find my soul mate, or improve
my marriage. Solutions like these might offer temporary satisfaction, but none of them can provide true,
lasting fulfillment or help you achieve your unique purpose in life.
The Values Factor shows you how to create a life in which every minute can be inspiring and fulfilling.
The first step is to identify what you find most meaningful--the values in life that are most important
to you. Once you understand your own unique values and align your life accordingly, you can achieve
fulfillment in every aspect of your life: deepening your loving relationships, creating an inspiring career,
establishing financial freedom, and tapping into a rich spiritual life.
Dr. Demartini‘s provocative thirteen-part questionnaire will reveal to you what you value most. The
answers may surprise you! Then, each chapter of this book explains how to align every aspect of your
life with your true values, so that you can finally achieve the success that you were capable of all along.
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What Are Values?
YOU VALUE WHAT YOU PERCEIVE MOST MISSING
Your values arise from and are therefore
determined by your conscious or unconscious
voids (what you perceive as most missing). What
you perceive as most missing (void) in your life
therefore becomes what you perceive as most
important (value). Your underlying private voids
drive your overlying public values.
Your fulfillment means the filling of your
perceptually empty voids. The hierarchy of your
voids determines the hierarchy of your values.
The hierarchy of your values determine how you
perceive (what you selectively attend to) and
how you act (what you selectively intend upon)
in your world and therefore they determine your
immediate destiny. Since your values change over
time, your destiny therefore changes over time. The
summation of your series of destinies determines
your evolving life journey. Your ultimate or
relatively unchanging core value dictates your
infinite journey the most. Your transient, changing,
crusted hierarchy of values dictates your series of
transient finite destinies.

The more important a value is – the higher it
will be on your hierarchy of values and the more
discipline and order you will have associated with
it. The less important a value is – the lower it will be
on your hierarchy of values and the less discipline
and more disorder your have associated with it.
When you live according to your highest values
you become inspired and awaken genius. When
you live according to your lower values you require
continuous outside motivation and you suppress
your genius. Your present purpose or mission for
life will reflect your present highest values.
Although determining your values can be
practically useful in your daily reality, in actuality,
nothing is void or missing in the first place, it is
only in another unrecognized form. But what you
perceive to be ‘missing’ will become what seems
to be ‘important’. So this is why our private voids
give rise to your public values. You fulfill a void and
value through either a perception or an action.

To determine your values:

Contact Adri for a consultation!
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Applications of the Value System
It is wise to re-evaluate your hierarchy of values
quarterly every three months and keep records
of the evolution of your destinies along your life’s
journey. With every change in value comes and
identity crisis and a refinement in direction.

to experiencing internal moral dilemmas a need
for outside motivation to keep you ‘focused’ or
going against your own values wherever there is
any distinction. You end up injecting their values
into yours and hear yourself using imperatives like
‘I should,’ ‘I ought to,’ ‘I am supposed to,’ ‘I need to’.
Anything you perceive as supporting your higher This results in a state of dis-empowerment.
values you label as ‘good, or terrific’. They elate
you and warm you up. Anything you perceive as Anyone you perceive as challenging or not living
challenging your higher values you label as ‘bad according to your higher values you tend to lower
or terrible’. They depress you and cool you down. down and place them in a pit and make them a villain
The art of communicating your values in terms or subordinate. You tend to inject your values into
of other people’s values is called ‘caring’ when it their life and have them attempt to live according
is applied inside close relationships and ‘selling’ to your values more than just theirs. This leads
when applied outside.
them to experiencing internal moral dilemmas
and a need for outside motivation to get them
Anyone you perceive as supporting or living ‘focused’ or going against their values wherever
according to your higher values you tend to raise there is any distinction. You end up projecting
up and place them on a pedestal and make them your values into theirs and hear yourself using
a hero or an authority. You tend to inject their imperatives like ‘You have go to,’ ‘You should,’ ‘You
values into your life and attempt to live according ought to,’ ‘You are supposed to,’ ‘You need to.’ This
to their values more than just yours. This leads you results in a state of dis-empowerment.
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Looking Beyond Behaviour
What are the Six Basic Human Needs?
- Anthony Robbins

ARE YOUR EMOTIONAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL DESIRES BEING
FULFILLED?

how we go about prioritizing our decisions and
actions throughout our life. Similar to our modern
Chakra system, our Six Human Needs move in
ascending order, from a more personality and
material level, into our connectivity, interaction
and energetic influence in the world. We each have
different phases and areas of our life where our
focus and prioritized need may be different, and in
truth each need serves a vital part of creating a life
that is whole and fulfilling at all levels. Let’s take a
closer look now at the Six Human Needs.

Every day we make decisions and take actions in
our life based on what we think, feel and believe
is most important. While we may not always be
consciously aware of why we make the decisions
that we do, the truth is that each of us have our
own unique filters of perception that naturally
rank certain decisions and actions higher than 1. CERTAINTY
others. It’s fascinating to consider that while we
The need for safety, security, comfort, order,
currently have over 7 billion versions of reality
consistency, control
unfolding each day on the planet, that each of us
share a core set of Human Needs which guide and At a basic level, each of us have a need to satisfy
a core sense of stability in the world. At a very
motivate our decisions and actions.
primal level, satisfying the need for certainty helps
THE SIX HUMAN NEEDS
guarantee the continuation of our DNA. We do
The Six Human Needs were originally introduced what we need to claim Certainty by covering the
by Anthony Robbins, who has cultivated a lifelong basics, doing the work that is needed, paying our
fascination with human behaviour, development bills, securing the roof above our head, staying
and motivation. Merging his studies with Neural safe in our endeavors and relationships.
Linguistic Programming, Cognitive Therapy,
Gestalt Therapy and many other models of
thought along with Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs,
Robbins developed a dynamic way of exploring
what he believed to be the six core psychological
“needs” that each of us constantly work to satisfy
on a mostly unconscious level.

We all have a need to satisfy a core sense of
stability in the world

The challenge of satisfying this need is that the
world and lives of those around us are constantly
changing and so sometimes our need for Certainty
causes us to put a fence of controls around our
life and/or to stay in our comfort zone and resist
According to Robbins, these Six Human Needs change (even healthy change). In the positive,
influence our deepest motivations and determine fulfilling the human need for Certainty means
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finding and creating a sense of centeredness
and stability within. As the world moves we claim
power in taking the time to know who we are, in
having faith in the currents of life and trusting that
one of the certainties of life is change.

When we create a genuine shift within, that which
needs to change on the outside will do so naturally
(often without needing to move to another country
or leave one job or relationship in order to discover
similar challenges in the next).
These ﬁrst two Human Needs (Certainty and
2. VARIETY
Variety) work as polarities with each other –
seemingly opposing forces that together make
The need for uncertainty, diversity, challenge,
a whole. When we are out of balance with one
change, surprise, adventure
(i.e. so Certain that we are bored) it is often the
Just as we each need to experience a sense of other (i.e. a dose of something new) that brings
Certainty in the world, there are times when we us back into balance.
must also break from that which is known, defined
Finding a balance between certainty and variety
and predictable in order to allow ourselves to
evolve and become more of who we came here
to be. The need for uncertainty, diversity and 3. SIGNIFICANCE
movement interrupts patterns of predictability
The need for meaning, validation, feeling needed,
and stagnation, allowing us to expand who we are
honored, wanted, special
and experience ourselves in motion. Of course
there is risk in letting go of that which is certain As we balance the forces of Certainty and Variety
and known, but when we let go of “needing to in our life and step out into the world, the next
know”, we enter a realm of possibility that is not Human Need is to be seen and validated for who
we are and what we do. The need for Significance
bound by past experience.
tells us that we do not exist in isolation but as
here are times when we must break from that
part of a greater whole, and to be an effective
which is known
part of that whole we need to know that we are
In life, our efforts to satisfy the need for Variety can playing our part – and being honored for that
be taken to extremes when our primary driver is expression. Satisfying our need for Significance is
constant change (in location, relationship, job, etc.) part of creating our sense of identity in the world
and while there may be times when feasting at the and for those who follow the Chakra system, this
full buffet of diversity is exactly what we need, over need can be aligned with our Solar Plexus and the
time, satisfying the need for Variety by changing experience/expression of the Self.
our external surroundings alone, can prevent us The challenge with fulfilling this need is when we
from fully engaging with life right where we are.
become solely dependent on input and approval
In the positive, Variety comes in a balanced from others in order to feel complete within
approach that allows us to move dynamically in ourselves (a big challenge for teens). Or if we have
our outer and inner landscapes – allowing change a single source of Significance that is far more
when change is needed, starting with ourselves. powerful than other aspects of our life (i.e. a job
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or career), that source can become an addiction permeates out to genuine Connection and Love
causing us to lose perspective and limit the depth others.
of our relationships in other areas. In the positive,
The first four Human Needs are often referred
our need for Significance is fulfilled by a humble
to as “personality needs” as they are centred
sense of internal acknowledgement for following
around our individual quest for self-fulfilment and
our own path of integrity and expression in the
achievement in a worldly sense. In Human Needs
world and by doing so in ways that are life-force
Psychology, the final two needs are defined as
giving to ourselves and those around us.
“Needs of the Spirit” as they provide doorways to
When we find significance within, we don’t need our deeper sense of true happiness and fulfilment
approval from others
in life – in both physical and non-physical realms.

4. LOVE AND CONNECTION

5. GROWTH

The need for connection, communication,
intimacy and shared love with others

The need for physical, emotional, intellectual and
spiritual development

We each have a need to love and be loved by
others. We each have a need to belong.
Central to our experience of fulfillment in life is
to authentically love and make deep connections
with other living beings. While fulfilling our need
for Significance may temporarily fill our own cup,
exchanging genuine Love and Connection with
others allows that cup to overflow and pour into
the hearts and lives of those we are with. The shift
to this Human Need is much like a shift from the
Solar Plexus up into the Heart as it takes our energy
and focus beyond self concern into the discovery
of power in our depth of communion with others.
As with the previous Human Needs, there are
different ways to experience and express our Love
and Connection with others – some more healthy
and balanced than others. In most cases the most
balanced place to ignite the fulfilment of this
Human Need is by taking time to genuine connect
with and love the many aspects of our own being.
When we are connected to our Self in the truest
sense, this connection naturally aligns with and

One thing that is true of every living thing on Earth
is that in order to survive, in order to thrive, we
must grow. Whether we are talking about a microorganism, a relationship or creative endeavor, that
which ceases to grow, ultimately stagnates and
dies. The Human Need of Growth both relies on
and feeds the first four Human Needs, breathing
life into all areas of our existence. As with all
Human Needs, the need for Growth can also be
taken to out-of-balance extremes.
Growing and expanding can be so fulfilling in its
own right that sometimes our quest to fulfill this
need causes us to limit ourselves from being fully
present in life as it is, or postpone applying our
growth and knowledge in the world for fear of not
being “ready” or “enough”. In the positive, fulfilling
our need for Growth comes with an acceptance
that Growth is a journey, not a destination, and that
continual Growth also means allowing ourselves to
be real, to be imperfect and to find authentic ways
to share what we discover and learn with others.

Growth is a neverending journey towards the light

adriroos.co.za
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6. CONTRIBUTION
The need to give, care, protect beyond ourselves,
to serve others and the good of all.
As we ascend to the sixth Human Need we move
into the power of living our life’s purpose and
bringing real value to the lives of others. Our need
for Contribution rises naturally from the positive
fulfillment of the other five needs, being expressed
in such a way that brings a genuine sense of value
to the word.
Contribution comes from a fundamental yearning
to have our lives mean something, to make a
difference, to give or bring something to the world
that continues to benefit others when we are
gone. Our need for Contribution can be fulfilled
in a massive variety of ways – from launching a
foundation or volunteering to support a cause we
believe in, to simply pausing from our busy day to
smile, hug or help someone in need). The challenge
with this Human Need is that once we connect the
power of being in genuine service in the world, we
can quite quickly become overwhelmed with all of
the places, people and animals that are in need of
support.
Many people who value the need for Contribution
above all others, find it difficult to also contribute
and give to themselves. One of the greatest
expressions of this need comes when we allow
ourselves to realize that Contribution comes not
only from what we “do”, but from who we are
“being” on a moment to moment basis. When
we are empowered to BE our Contribution in the
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simplest of ways, actions that arise from this place
are aligned with who we are and carry great power.

Contribution comes from a fundamental yearning
to have our lives mean something

HOW ARE YOU MEETING YOUR SIX HUMAN
NEEDS?
At different phases of life and personal development
we naturally value different needs for different
reasons. In the end, creating a fulfilling, successful
and happy life will likely weave a positive balance
between all six of these Human Needs.
Here’s a few questions to help you gain a sense
for how these needs are currently being met (or
not) in your life:

› How do the Six Human Needs show up currently
›

›

›

›

in your life?
If you ranked the Human Needs in order of
which gets most of your focus what would be
at the top of the list?
Which of the Human Needs are you meeting
in positive/life-giving ways and which ones feel
out of balance, over-indulged or lacking in your
life?
What’s one Human Need that you could focus
on fulfilling in a new way that would me more
aligned with who you came here to be and how
you want to live your life?
Is there a seventh of eighth Human Need that
you would add to the list? How do you fulfill
that?

Create Daily
Powerful Afﬁrmations
Thoughts are the mind‘s nutrition and affirmations
are like reminder checklists for nutritious thoughts.
When we affirm and focus on what truly inspires
us and concentrate our affirmed thinking in the
direction of our desired objects we alter our internal
world and as a result we view and act upon the
external world differently. We start to see and act
upon opportunities that we never noticed before.
We become the person we need to be to have the
things we would truly love to have.
To demonstrate this try the following exercisestand in the middle of a busy place and close
your eyes. Think only of the color yellow and then
open your eyes again. You will notice that all of a
sudden the yellow objects around you stand out
while the others seem to make no impact at all on
your consciousness.
The fundamental secret is that we do not see the
world through our eyes, we see the world through
our thoughts. It is our affirmations that keep us
focused and reminded.

WHEN CREATING YOUR AFFIRMATIONS:
› Use words in the present tense, not future or
›
›
›
›
›

past.
Describe realities that are possible, not fantasies
with impossible time frames.
Don’t use absolute statements such as ‘always’
or ‘never.’
Use simple, powerful words joined into brief
phrases.
Use words that carry feelings of gratitude, love,
inspiration or enthusiasm.
Use words you are willing to say for life.

Adri Roos
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These affirmations will work for you if you believe
them or not. Just by repeating these affirmations
over and over again they will seep into your
subconscious mind and have a powerful effect in
your life. Repeat these affirmations to yourself as
often as possible.

Powerful
Afﬁrmations
› I am in the perfect place at the perfect time

to meet the perfect people to fulfil my perfect
dream – John Demartini

› Every experience in life is merely a moment.

›

›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
›
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Choosing to surrender acknowledges that there
is always a ‘big picture’. I am now open to release
the need for approval – Dr D Weissman
I am deeply thankful for the abundance, the
joy and the love that surrounds me every day –
Robin Banks
I am authentic powerful and dynamic
I am a genius and I apply my wisdom – John
Demartini
I always achieve my goals
I always get ‘n head start and have plenty of time
to complete my work
All I need is within me now!
I love what I do and I do what I love
I think positive thoughts and radiate positive
energy
I am naturally driven to get in shape and be the
healthiest I can be
I stay motivated through out my entire workout
routine
I take charge and get things done
I am always moving forwards and working on my
goals
I love myself and I am perfect the way I am

› I am flexible in mind body and soul
› I am loved, loving and lovable

› Today is a delightful day. Money comes to me
›
›
›
›

in expected and unexpected ways. – Louise Hay
I am disciplined, and I am focused on my top
priorities, therefor I am successful.
My body is healthy, my mind is focused my soul
is calm.
Today I will change my life
Whatever challenges comes my way I can
overcome them
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I hope that you become filled
with so much happiness that it
heals every part of you.
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I am brilliant, I am bright, I am a radiant

being of light! I am an outstanding peak

– ROBIN BANKS

Developing Human Potential in
Business and Leadership
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performer! I am a dynamic life transformer

Adri Roos
I am a master of persistence;

I embrace equally both support and

– JOHN DEMARTINI

Developing Human Potential in
Business and Leadership
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I am inspired.

Developing Human Potential in
Business and Leadership

I am fulfilled

I am present.

I am enthused.
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What I think about and

Developing Human Potential in
Business and Leadership

thank about, I bring about
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challenge in the pursuit of my dreams
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The Curse Of The White Rabbit
BY PETER SAGE

The hurrier I go, the behinder I get
(The White Rabbit, Alice In Wonderland)
– Lewis Carroll
Being an active entrepreneur for so many years,
people have often asked me the classic question
‘what is the key to success?’ But the challenge
in todays ‘hack everything’ world, is the hope for
a one sentence answer. As if the golden secret
to a life of wealth and fulfillment could be found
in a christmas cracker. Disneyland thinking and
one that usually keeps people searching on the
hamster wheel for ‘the next golden nugget’ of
wisdom. Way too much has been written about
the virtues, habits and keys to success in popular
culture, with way too much rhetoric and cliché
thrown in. However, very little has been written
about the deeper reasons WHY we keep searching
and, more to the point, why for so many people
the elusive prize called ‘success’ seems to remain
always in sight but yet forever out of reach. Why
is it that so many entrepreneurs go to their grave
trying to win the game of Life, only to realise too
late it was their own rules that made it impossible?
That was a question I asked myself at 2am one
cold evening when, after working 130 hours a week
for months at a time, something went drastically
wrong.

It may as well have said A1 EGO. But although
I appeared to be living a successful life by most
people’s standards, there was something wrong. I
didn’t know what it was and I was way too busy
being busy to give it any attention. But every now
and then when I would stop or have a moment
alone it would be there. Like an undercurrent
of emptiness. At first it seemed clear it was just
a byproduct of not having achieved enough and
therefore instead of the, now three, successful
businesses I was running I clearly needed a fourth.
Then a fifth. And so on. Eventually something had
to give and when it did, it would completely shift
the way I was living my life.

I can relive it like it was yesterday. I kept asking
myself “What the hell just happened?” it was a
question I was almost too shocked to answer.
The adrenaline was still coursing through my
system and even though the night air was cold, I
was sweating. Hard. I sat on the side of the road
with my head in my hands as the realization of
the event that just nearly ended my life started
to dawn. The details were fairly straightforward after leaving the office at my usual time of 2am, I’d
fallen asleep driving home and hit an intersection
at around 60mph. Fortunately I wasn‘t badly
hurt and I can only thank God no one else was
involved. For that at least I was grateful. The car
wasn‘t so lucky and with hands shaking I dialed
the number for a tow truck company. Looked at
It seemed to be going well. I was 25 years old in isolation, it was an unfortunate accident caused
and had bought my first Ferrari for cash. A bright by fatigue. However, when looking at the bigger
red testarrossa with the license plate A1 SAGE. picture it revealed a much deeper pattern that
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was running my life. Something I see in countless
entrepreneurs across the world. A pattern so
disruptive it virtually guarantees unhappiness. A
pattern I call ‘The Curse of the White Rabbit’.
The analogy I use here centers on the metaphor
of a dog track. For those who are not too familiar
with a day at the races, I’ll set the scene. Imagine
an oval track with a series of ‘traps’ that form the
start line. When the traps open, the dogs run
around the track and the first one across the line
wins, much to the delight of those who gambled
their money on the fastest mutt. Now, an obvious
question would be ‘why do the dogs run?’ Again,
those familiar with the deal know it’s because they
are chasing a mechanical rabbit that speeds along
the inside perimeter on an electric rail. All sounds
good so far until we ask a slightly deeper question
such as, does the dog ever catch the rabbit? The
answer is clearly no as that may prematurely end
the race and, depending on the voltage, even the
dog. But wait, hang on. What if the dog is much
faster than the other dogs, will it now catch the
rabbit? Nope. Ah, what if it has a better trainer?
Nada. A better diet? Zippo. Sleeps in a better
kennel? Not happening.
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OK, let’s be un-doglike and pause for a second. So,
even if we have the world’s number one greyhound
(let’s call him Flash) that wins every race he enters,
he’s still never going to catch the rabbit. Why? We
already know it has nothing to do with not being
good enough. He’s already top of the charts in the
extraordinary dog league, much to the dismay of
the bookies. In fact, he excels in every respect as
a fine canine specimen but still, no matter what
else he does, no matter what strategy he tries or
training regime he follows, he is never going to be
able to catch the rabbit. Of course to you and I,
the answer is as simple as it is invisible to good
old Flash. It is because the game itself is designed
specifically so that he will never catch the rabbit.
And the closer he gets the faster it goes.
So many of us are playing the game of life,
business, relationships, you name it, still chasing
an elusive rabbit we have never caught. The rabbit
has many names. Happiness, success, fulfillment,
feeling good enough, approval, acceptance and
love are some of the most common. We spend
our life chasing a white fluffy tail that seems just
inches away, convinced that as soon as we catch
it we’ll win the prize. Worse than that, it often
seems close enough to be able to grab it with our teeth.

And if it’s not inches from our face then it’s just
around the next corner. As a result we spend
our life on the track, getting exhausted and often
disappointed and blaming ourselves for not being
good enough to catch it. Like Wiley Coyote trying
to outwit the Roadrunner, we then come up with
many strategies we think will get us there. We
learn new skills, get an MBA, set more aggressive
goals, master time management, go to the gym,
look for more resources and try to get better in
various aspects of rabbitcatchology. In short, we
focus exclusively on ways to run faster on the
track.

The reason for this perpetual chase is because we
were never actually playing the game of get the
million in the first place. We just thought we were.
We were playing the game of when I get a million
(catch the rabbit) then I’ll feel fulfilled or good
enough. Then I’ll have proved to myself and the
world I have what it takes. Then I will have arrived!
The problem with playing that particular game is
it’s unwinnable. Not because you can’t make a
million. Not because you are not smart enough
or hard working enough or attractive enough.
IT’S BECAUSE THE GAME IS SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED SO YOU CAN NEVER CATCH THE
RABBIT OF FULFILLMENT BY CHASING IT ON
Sometimes we do catch the rabbit we thought we THE TRACK OF ACHIEVEMENT.
were chasing, such as a specific goal we had set.
The new job, the new car, a new relationship or Don‘t get me wrong. That doesn‘t mean that you
our first million. It doesn‘t matter. Most of us are should not set goals, go for your MBA or look for
very familiar with what happens next. Just when a loving relationship. That’s like Flash saying to
we thought we’d be happy with our ‘prize’, out of his other dog friends “You know, I’ve won three
nowhere another white tail appears. Jeez, son of a races this week but I’ve still not caught that damn
bunny. And before we know it we are chasing the rabbit. I’m going on strike until I figure this thing
next one. We are not sure why. We thought we out and if I can’t then I quit.” No, the reason Flash
would be happy with our first million but clearly still runs is because greyhounds love to run. That
not. Of course, we now need two million in case is what greyhounds do. Entrepreneurs love to
we lose the first and then surely we’ll feel like we set up businesses, that is what entrepreneurs do.
have arrived. Trust me, it’s never going to happen. People are drawn towards relationships because
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it’s natural for people to do so. But if we are
doing it with the mindset of having to catch the
rabbit in order to feel fulfilled or that we are going
to arrive at a destination we think will make us
happier than we are now, then we will always be
stuck on the track chasing a fluffy tail that seems
forever just out of reach no matter how fast we
run. They key point here is that greyhounds do
not get their fulfillment from catching the rabbit.
All of the dogs in the race are super happy at the
end of it because greyhounds love to run. It is
an expression of who there are. It is what they
were created for. It is the beauty of God coming
through them in its purest form. Who cares about
the rabbit? That just makes it fun, gives a purpose,
a goal and something to chase and is a good
enough excuse for them (not that they need it) to
be who they are at their best.
In modern society we have been so hypnotized to
chase fulfillment through achievement, we never
stop to realize it’s not working and we’ve been
sold a dummy. We just keep blaming ourselves
for not running fast enough and in doing so miss a
fundamental realization. A truth so powerful and
so obvious that it has the capacity to break the
curse and shift the entire game if we can take our
attention away from the rabbit long enough to feel
it. I’ll share what it is in a moment but before I do,
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allow me offer another distinction that may reveal
the extent of the hypnosis we are in.
Suppose you entered a competition to win two
tickets on a luxury around the world trip. You filled
out the entry form, crossed your fingers but then
forgot about it for several weeks as life carried on.
Then one day you get a phone call. The person on
the other end of the phone excitedly announces
the prize draw was just completed and guess what
– You won! Not only that but the details of the
trip are even better than you remember. It’s three
months long and first class all the way. There are
over 20 incredible destinations including many
of the places on your bucket list you’ve always
wanted to go. Machu Picchu, The Northern Lights,
The Pyramids and so many more. And now you get
to see them in style! Private jets, cruise liners, five
star hotels and champagne. Get in touch with that
scenario for a second. How excited would you be?
Of course the first thing we are drawn to do when
we experience something that uplifts us is share it
with another person. So we immediately call our
best friend to tell them the incredible news. But as
soon as we explain the fact it’s three months long
and we are about to list the 20 incredible places,
our friend cuts us off and says ‘wow that sounds
amazing – tell me all about your final destination!’
After pausing for a second and being somewhat
thrown off track you realise you don‘t even know,

you haven’t looked that far ahead. Besides it’s not
that important, you want to list them all. Your
friend cuts you off again. ‘No, no, just tell me
about where you end up, where do you finish?’
How would you respond? Most likely it would be
a version of ‘Well I don‘t really care too much, I
just want to enjoy the trip!’ That, my friends, is Life
with a capital ‘L’.

or what they haven’t done, they are worthy of love.
They don‘t and never did need to earn it. And most
importantly, through all of that awareness, they
finally come to the unavoidable truth mentioned
earlier which has been waiting for us all along. The
truth we will always see staring at us back from
the mirror as soon as we wipe away the fog of
insecurity. A message of freedom that states:

By contrast, people who break the curse make a
critical shift in thinking. They recognize the fact
they already won the biggest prize in history. Out
of 400 million sperm and against all the odds,
THEY came first. They were born wearing a gold
medal and have nothing more to prove. They are
not focused on trying to earn love but instead
radiate it as an expression of who they are. Grateful
for the opportunity to be living in a time in human
history that thousands of generations before us
could only have dreamed about. They realize the
real difference between riches and poverty is not
numbers on a bank statement. After all, $1m can
make one person feel wealthy and another nearly
bankrupt. They understand that feeling wealthy
is therefore nothing more than the perception
of abundance triggered by gratitude. Whereas
poverty is simply the perception of scarcity
triggered by fear & loss. They are comfortable
with the fact that no matter what they have done

I ALREADY AM THAT WHICH I SEEK.
From this awareness there is no need to chase
anything in order to prove yourself. All of the
energy spent in desperation trying to catch the
uncatchable can now be spent on the joy of
running which, paradoxically, usually means more
tails get pinned to the wall. Not that you need
them. And it is from this place the curse is lifted
and you are free to play the game on your terms.
In summary, don‘t be one of the masses running at
90 miles an hour to nowhere. I played that game
for way too long before it nearly killed me. Others
aren‘t so lucky. They spend their lives so busy and
focused on the end destination of bagging the
bunny, they miss the entire purpose which, as you
now understand, is about embracing the journey.
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Exercise and Insights Sheet
1. Write down all the rabbits I’ve been chasing.
2. Write down what I THINK the rabbits would have given me if I caught them (the emotion: prestige,
validation etc). What I am seeking through the pursuit of each rabbit.
3. Where do I already have that? There is freedom in this level of awareness. If I get to this level of
awareness, I know I’ve stepped off the rabbit track as I discover the Truth that I ALREADY AM
THAT WHICH I SEEK.
RABBIT

EMOTION

WHERE DO I ALREADY HAVE IT

More Money / Financial
freedom

Validation & Certainty.

Being born 400 million to 1, the
ultimate winner! Nothing else to
prove. I’m also already certain
that I have more in my life than
virtually any of my ancestors who
didn't even have certainty over
food.

Personal development

Power & Validation

Truly recognizing everything that
I’ve studied and learned over the
years. The wide range of topics
and subjects. All the amazing
people I’ve met along the journey,
the in-depth conversations we’ve
had and how fantastic the journey
has been.

Training in the Gym to get a
better body

Significance and recognition /
admiration from others

Receiving a thank you note from a
colleague who was so appreciative
of what I had done for her and
could not thank me enough for
being there for her when everyone
else had left.
My dad thanking me for helping
him during his illness and hearing
him say he couldn’t have done it
without me.
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Spirituality

Inner peace

When I watched the sunrise for
the first time ever on a beach in
Thailand, words can’t describe
the sheer beautiful and the
power of the present moment
of connecting with the Universe.
When I look at and feel the trees
in the local botanic gardens,
when they look brighter, feel
more vibrant, I can hear the wind
blowing and the soft sound of the
leaves rustling. When I just be with
the trees and let go off everything,
all thoughts and don’t resist the
present moment.

New relationship

Deeper connection

Always having lots of friends
throughout my whole life, people
who have cared for me and
shown lots of kindness. All the
amazing relationships I’ve made
with different colleagues from
all over the world and different
backgrounds and the fact I can
always make new friends.

Higher education

Validation / being smart
enough

I’ve been given lots of recognition,
reward and appreciation from
many different leaders over the
years. When I found personal
development I really began to
enjoy reading and learning for the
first time in my life.

People pleasing

Being liked

I am already liked by many great
people. I also know those who
matter to me will never mind or
judge. Those who mind will never
really matter.
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My Turn
RABBIT
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WHERE DO I ALREADY HAVE IT
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The Art of Communication
DR. JOHN DEMARTINI

IF YOU ARE SEEKING DEEPER, RICHER AND
MORE MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP

But if you don’t love all parts of yourself? Any part
of you that you try to run from, you will run into. In
fact the whole purpose of relationships is to bring
into your life anything that you keep trying to get
RECOGNIZING LOVE:
rid of.
The more you can communicate the connection
Because the magnificent world of nature is trying
between your highest values and those of others,
to teach you how to love the pars of yourself that
the more fulfilling, nurturing, and durable those
you have been having difficulty loving.
relationships will be.

And when you are finally able to love
someone from a synchronously balanced and
unconditional perspective – loving them not for
how they meet your conditions or expectations,
but simple for who they are – transformation
occurs. The moment you love somebody just as
they are, they turn into the person whom you
love.
In the end all you will have is
THANK YOU I LOVE YOU

This is why both support and challenge are part
of any relationship. The more you are addicted to
support the more disheartening challenges you
are going to attract.
What is love – the synthesis and synchronicity of
all complementary opposites. (Seeing both the
benefit and drawback equally)

This teaches us that the innermost essence
of our being – what some have called soul – is
unconditional. S-O-U-L spells spirit of unconditional
We all own all the traits. If you filmed me during
love. The moment you are in an unconditional state
some moments of my life you will see me as a
where there are no evaluations and judgements
hero. In other moments you would see me as a
you say ‘thank you”. Because gratitude is all you
hero. Do you realize what this means, does not
feel.
matter what anybody says about you, it is all true.

And so, when you actually own, appreciate and
love all parts of yourself, you can more fully love
your life partner.
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Your goal then is to view your partner synchronously:
to see both their positive and negative traits at the
same time, to experience both their challenge and
support to your highest values at the same time.
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Careless – Careful – Caring
CARELESS

CAREFUL

CARING

A careless relationship is
one in which you project
your own highest values
onto the other person,
judging them by your
highest value and not
considering or honouring
their highest value. In
this relationship dynamic,
you care less about other
person than you do about
yourself. You expect the
other person to conform to
your highest value, which
you believe to be right, and
whenever there is a conflict
- as there inevitable is – you
are certain that their values
are simply wrong or at least
less important than yours.
This leads to hurt feelings,
inadvertent betrayals
exploitation abuse

A careful relationship is when
you think in terms of your
partner’s highest value without
considering your own. In this
case, you are overly concerned
that the other person’s highest
value be supported even as
you minimize or disregard
your own highest value.
Walking on eggshells. This
creates problems like passiveaggressive retaliation to selfexploitation and depression

In a caring relationship you
communicate your highest value
in terms of the other person’s. In a
caring relationship both parties are
actively engaged, with themselves
and with each other. Each of you
think of both yourselves and each
other. Expressing both your love
for yourself as well as your love for
the other.
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Exercise 1: Communicating About Values With
Your Partner
MY HIGHEST VALUES

1

How is dedicating my life to my
first top value helping you fulfil
your top three values (Answer
this question at least 50 times)

1

2

2

3

3

MY PARTNER‘S
HIGHEST VALUES

Learn the Art of
Communication:
Contact Adri for a consultation!
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Exercise 2: Communicating Your Values in
Terms of Your Partner’s
THINK OF SOMETHING THAT YOU LOVE AND WANT TO DO THAT YOUR PARTNER
RESISTS. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. Which higher value(s) of yours does this activity or goal express?

1
2
3

2. Which higher value (s) of your partner’s seem to be challenged by this activity or goal?

1
2
3

3. Now link your activity or goal to your partner’s highest values by asking ‘how speciﬁcally
does the action or goal I would love to do help my partner fulﬁl his or her highest value?
Don’t stop answering that question until you see clearly ten ways that your action or goal will
help your partner fulfil what is most important to them. Everything is linkable. You just have to be
creative. Once you make the links, your ability to communicate what you would love to do will be
more fluent and effective.
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THE ACTION OR GOAL YOU
LOVE

LINKS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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YOUR PARTNER’S HIGHEST
VALUES
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BOOK REVIEW

Reinvent Leadership
WHO ARE YOU AS A LEADER ?

AND HOW DO YOU INFLUENCE THOSE AROUND YOU?
www.lemonleadership.co.za

This book is worth reading no matter what occupation you hold (whether working inside the home or
outside the home). Everyone who interacts with others (whether in a volunteer or paid capacity) would
benefit from reading this book, because it promotes a greater understanding of the ‘why’ behind the
thoughts, actions and decisions people make. The understanding that the book provides will only lead
to greater appreciation and cooperation in every forum.
There are many, many leadership books available. What makes this book stand out to me is that it
outlines 5 different types of leaders, making it much easier for everyone to find the type that most
describes them. Lemon Leadership shows how everyone has a type of leader in them; even though
some ‘types’ are not as readily recognized as others.
The author gives several straight forward means of identifying which type of leader one is. One measures
the fit, not just by the positive attributes you have, but also how one’s weaknesses fit with each type of
leader. Finally, the author also gives clear instructions on how each type of leader can successfully work
with and communicate with each other type of leader in general and in specific situations.
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Lemon Leadership on Decoding the WHY?
ARTICLE BY DOUG JOHNSTON

It’s not what you said – it’s how you said it!

What we are really picking up, correctly or
incorrectly, is the motive behind the behaviour.
We have probably all heard or said this at some
Each of us has a “Motive Radar”. We continually go
time in our lives. Something hurt!
through an unconscious, intuitive motive decoding
process. What did they really mean? Why did they
Sometimes we can say the same thing to two
really do that?
different people and their response is the opposite.
Or two different people can say the same thing to
The problem with judging other people’s motives
one person and get different responses.
is that it is difficult not to read them through our
own perspective or wiring. We don’t necessarily
The question is: Is it really the “how you said it”, or
do this to be judgmental, but our logic is that if
is there a deeper issue?
we had done that then our motives would have
Is it possible that “how you said it” can raise the
been dubious, so if they do that then their motive
emotional stakes so high? Is there a reason behind
is wrong.
(or underneath) the reason?
The answer is “Yes”. It is not so much how they
said it, but WHY they said it.
Our souls may lose their peace and even disturb
other people‘s, if we are always criticizing trivial
actions - which often are not real defects at
The moment there is suspicion about a person‘s
all, but we construe them wrongly through our
motives, everything he does becomes tainted ignorance of their motives - Saint Teresa of Avila
Mahatma Gandhi
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TRYING TO INTERPRET PEOPLE’S MOTIVES IS A RISKY BUSINESS.
True story – Joan had just completed a 1-Day LEMON workshop with me. It was as if a huge weight had
rolled off her shoulders. For the first time in her 9-year marriage she began to understand her husband,
and she realised that he was not deliberately trying to hurt her or embarrass her. What he was doing
was unacceptable behaviour, but it suddenly became easier to deal with when she was able to stop
misreading his motives. She was able to go home and spend time addressing the behaviour without the
emotional stakes getting raised too high.

Learning to decode the Why is one of the great worthwhile pursuits in life.

BOOK your
Lemon Assessment now:
Contact Adri for a consultation!
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Leadership and your Team
If it’s true that people are our most valuable
asset, how can we value them if we don’t know
them?

about things that, from your perspective, are
not that important?
› Have you had breakdowns in communication?
Have you given instructions that are not
Lemon Leadership is a practical profiling tool
properly understood, and batons that are
designed for use in the corporate world. The tool
dropped, or handovers that are not completed?
is fresh and radical and brings immediate insight
› In your organisation - where are you in the
into the dynamics of the team. It shows you how
current life-cycle? Do you have the right
to apply you specific characteristics within your
leadership mix for this stage of your corporate
organisation. Understanding these leadership
life-cycle? What about the next stage? Are the
types uncovers keys to dealing with yourself and
right staff joining? Are the wrong staff leaving?
others in situation calling for different types of
Do you know who you need and how to identify
leaders.
them?
It provides a strong communication tool. It further
bring insight for the individual and the team into
If these are questions you are grappling with, then
the strengths and weaknesses that they face. One
I believe that LEMON Leadership can assist you
of the many benefits of this tool is that any conflict
and your teams to be more effective and create
that may be disrupting the team dynamic can be
the right impact in your organisations and with the
addressed effectively.
people that you work with.

IF YOU ARE ASKING THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS:
› Have you ever wondered why others see life

so differently from you? Do you suspect that
others do not grasp reality like you do? Do you
understand who you are, and that it is important
for others to be different? Do you understand
how others, even your spouse and close friends,
see life? Does the way other people approach a
situation confuse, irritate, or exasperate you?
› In your work environment, do you think that
you are the only one really working? Do you
feel that your contribution is not appreciated?
Do you get frustrated with how things are done,
or not done? Do you frustrate others? Do you
experience people getting touchy or defensive

For a Leadership Consultation for You
and/or Your Team:

Contact Adri for a consultation!
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A brief look at Lemon Leadership
There are 5 types of leaders, and all of us are a
combination of the 5 types. When we do coaching
we look at these in detail but here is the summary:
› The luminary lives in the world of ideas and
asks the question…..Why?
› The entrepreneur lives in the world of
Opportunities and asks the question….Why not?
› The Manager lives in the world of Systems and
ask the question….How?
› The Organizer lives in the world of Tasks and
ask the question…..What?
› The Networker lives in the world of Connections
and asks the question…Who?

› What they hold on to, and what they let go

LEMON LEADERSHIP LOOKS AT….

UNDERSTANDING LEMON LEADERSHIP
CAN HELP YOU...

› How each LEMON defines reality

› Their starting point for everything that they do

› Who they gravitate towards, and who they

›

›
›
›
›
›
›

easily
How they communicate – what they mean
when all say the same thing and it means 5
different things
How they handle confrontation and correction
How they relate and behave in a team
How they are on a good day, and how they are
on a bad day
What is important and unimportant to each one
How to ‘twist the LEMON’ i.e. –How to adapt to
different circumstances
We get to understanding what is on their radar

› Understand who you really are as a leader

› Understand who your colleagues or fellow

leaders are and how their ‘identity’ affect the
ignore
way they lead, communicate, handle conflict,
› What each one defines as ‘work’
etc.
› How they approach life, and everything that
› Understand certain ‘LEMON Truisms’ about
they do
your leadership
› What they focus on
› Gain an appreciation for your and others
› Their depth of vision
leadership DNA and the dynamics this creates
Once we have looked at each LEMON type in
at an individual, team and organisational level
detail, we move on to see how they interact with
› Communicate with your prospective clients and
one another. We look at, discuss and workshop…
suppliers in a way they understand.
› Their strengths and weaknesses
› What they protect under pressure
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Reinvent your Business and Team
“know thyself. Be thyself. Love thyself.”

THE 7 MOST SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS YOU WILL EVER TAKE:
1. First most signiﬁcant action you could ever 5. The ﬁfth most signiﬁcant action you could
do for your life: Determine your top three
ever do for your life: Consistently setting
highest values (priorities) in life, which gives
top priority daily action steps that are in full
origin to your primary purpose, or dedicated
alignment with these top three highest values.
and inspired mission of service to the world.
6. The sixth most signiﬁcant action you could
2. The second most signiﬁcant action you could
ever do for your life: Linking whatever events or
ever do for your life: Thoughtfully pursuing an
experiences that happen during each working
inspiring career path that is in true alignment
day to your top three highest values so as to
with these top three highest values
perceive these events or experiences as on the
3. The third most signiﬁcant action you could
way and not in the way.
ever do for your life: Setting meaningful career 7. The seventh most signiﬁcant action you could
goals and strategic objectives that are truly
ever do for your life: Cross linking other’s three
congruent with these top three highest values
highest values with your three highest values for
4. The fourth most signiﬁcant action you could
the sake of equitable leadership, management,
ever do for your life: Thoroughly determining
sales or negotiations.
how your many daily job duties and your
company’s primary mission will help you fulfil
these top three highest values.
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Linking your values to your job
WHEN YOUR DAILY WORK IS NOT ALIGNED
WITH YOUR HIGHEST VALUES

WHEN YOUR DAILY WORK DOES ALIGN
WITH YOUR HIGHEST VALUES

You will probably:
› Be a worker more than a leader
› Remain less inspired and unfulfilled at work
› Need reminder to get your job done
› Receive fewer promotions
› Frustrate other co-workers and be less popular
and respected at work.
› Get less done in a day

You most likely:
› You will become more of a leader
› More inspired and engaged at work
› Self-starter, getting your job done without
reminders or prodding
› Feel more fulfilled at work
› Receive more promotions
› Inspire other co-workers

› Be less innovative and will contribute less at

› Get more done in a day

› Require more vacations and breaks to survive

work

› Be more popular and respected at work

› Require fewer vacations and breaks to thrive

› More innovative and will contribute more at

work.
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TEAM Health assessment
DEVELOPED BY JOURNEY TOOLS - www.journeytools.co.za

Step 1: Complete this questionnaire to establish your perception on the health of your team.
Step 2: Now ask your team members to each complete this questionnaire to establish their perception
on the team health.

Tip: Ask them to complete this anonymously to get the most honest and truthful response.
Step 3: Compare your views.

NEVER/NOT
HAPPENING /
I DON’T SEE IT

QUESTION

There is a documented
Purpose statement for the
team (written down) (visible)
Each person in the team could
quickly describe why the team
exists (there is a difference
between ‘what we do’, ‘how we
do what we do’ and ‘ why do
we exist’)
The team’s values have been
defined and documented
(Explored, discussed and
clarified) (Written down)
Each person in the team’s
values has been defined
and documented (Explored,
discussed and clarified)
(Written down)
The team and each individual
knows how the team’s values
and purpose serves their
values and are therefore
inspired, motivated and
productive?
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EVERY
NOW AND
THEN

USUALLY/
AVERAGE

OFTEN WE
ARE GOOD
AT THIS

ALWAYS/
EVERY
SINGLE
TIME/
EVERY
PERSON

QUESTION

NEVER/NOT
HAPPENING /
I DON’T SEE IT

EVERY
NOW AND
THEN

USUALLY/
AVERAGE

OFTEN WE
ARE GOOD
AT THIS

ALWAYS/
EVERY
SINGLE
TIME/
EVERY
PERSON

Each Person’s unique
leadership style and individual
DNA has been measured?
Each Person’s uniqueness is
valued (We are a bit weird and
we will have strengths and
weakness, but are these valued
and celebrated?)
The team knows each other
(How much does the team
know about the other team
member’s lives?) (this is
personal –beyond just the
function)
Being in the team is fun (this is
your personal perspective)
Each member enjoys being
part of the team (This is your
observation of the team)
There is strong sense of ‘all for
one and one for all’ (the team
is there for each other) (they
have each other’s backs)
The team regularly celebrates
the team’s and members
successes together (When
the team wins – we celebrate)
(When the individual wins – we
celebrate) (has this happened
recently)
There are visible (displayed)
measurements in place to
monitor whether the team
is winning or not. (physically
displayed for everyone to
see – not on someone’s PC)
(every game has to have a
scoreboard)
There is a willingness in the
team to address issues (the
“elephant in the room” is talked
about) (Good , constructive
conflict is encouraged)
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NEVER/NOT
HAPPENING /
I DON’T SEE IT

QUESTION

There is a clearly understood
mechanism in place to address
issues (Each person knows
what to do if there is tension,
conflict or issues)
The WHOLE team knows the
rules of the game (Each team
functions differently, and
functions in a context) (is each
member up to speed on how
things work?)
Everyone in the team KNOWS
exactly what they must do
(This does not necessarily
mean they are doing it – they
just know what they should do)
(this is EVERYONE in the team)
Everyone in the team DOES
WHAT they are supposed to do
(not just some – everyone)
The team trusts the other
team member’s character
and competence (Character =
Integrity/honesty/truthfulness)
(Competence = Can be
trusted to do the job?) (this is
everyone)
The team meets TOGETHER
regularly to plan and
discuss implementation
(Planning is done as a group)
(Implementation strategy is
done as a group)
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EVERY
NOW AND
THEN

USUALLY/
AVERAGE

OFTEN WE
ARE GOOD
AT THIS

ALWAYS/
EVERY
SINGLE
TIME/
EVERY
PERSON

The team members report
regularly to the team in their
areas of responsibility (not just
to the leader – to the team)
There is a culture of feedback
(People are continually giving
each other good information)
There is a documented
strategy for the next 6-12
months (What is the goal?)
(how are we going to get
there?)
If asked ‘what is the teams
strategy? – each member
would answer quickly and
concisely (not just the leader or
the core group – everyone)
Processes are understood and
followed (The team knows
what to do) (The team does
what it is supposed to do)
Processes for each function
the team is involved in are
documented
Each team member’s
responsibilities are
documented and clearly
understood (This is your
perspective on the team
– do they all understand
their responsibilities?) (
Responsibilities need to be
documented)

DID YOUR TEAM SCORE POORLY ON THE TEAM HEALTH ASSESSMENT?
Do you experience any of the following problem
areas? Tick those that apply
a. Recruitment of suitable candidates
b. Retention of productive employees
c. Choice of employee for promotion
d. Staff abuse of Sick Leave
e. Workplace trust
f. Communication – what you say and what they
hear do not align?
g. Conflict in the workplace – personal issues,
complex personalities, other.

h. Emotional difficulties e.g. depression, grief or
other
i. Loss in productivity as a result of any of the
above
j. Loss in customer satisfaction as a result of the
above
k. Loss in profitability as a result of any of the
above

Contact Adri for a consultation!
adriroos.co.za
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Gratitude makes sens of our

past, brings peace for today, and
creates a vision for tomorrow.
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